
 
 

Cedar Park PTC Community Meeting MINUTES 
October 28, 2019 
Cedar Park Middle School 
 

 
CALL TO ORDER (6:36pm by President Bettina Jeszenszky) 
 
IN ATTENDANCE:  Bettina Jeszenszky (President), Jenna Dornblaser (Co-Director of Volunteers), Hannah 
Donohue (Secretary), Skye Kutansky (Treasurer), Shannon Sherry, Erika Hammond, Marcela Jimenez, Elia 
Freedman, Christina Mackin, Linda Peterson, and Sandra Miller 
 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES: Approved minutes from May 20, 2019 community meeting  
 
GUEST SPEAKERS 
Christina Mackin, Community Resource Coordinator for BSD 
 
Christina Mackin works as BSD’s Community Resource Coordinator, meaning she assists principals in bringing in 
community partners and volunteers, while also working to recruit community volunteers into schools.  She is here 
tonight to promote AVID program (Advancement Via Individual Determination) and discuss the need for paid & 
volunteer tutors. 
 
AVID volunteers assist student-led discussion groups. This elective, available in all the middle schools and high 
schools, uses the Socratic method (question based) to discuss concepts of the students’ core subjects. A 
volunteer is both a cheerleader and guide/coach.  Expertise in specific subject matter is not necessary, as the role 
is more about building relationships. Rich Feely is CPMS’ site coordinator and the program is struggling to find 
enough tutors. 
 
In addition to community volunteers, the AVID program also employs college students, which can be an excellent 
resume building and pays higher than minimum wage.  Nationally, AVID students have a higher rate of graduation 
and acceptance into post-secondary programs and institutions. 
 
BSD’s AVID program is also seeking speakers from various industries to speak during lunch hours and/or classes or 
assemblies.  These speakers give AVID students a peek into various jobs and career pathways. 
 
Students must apply to be accepted into the AVID program.  It is an elective, meaning it would take the place of 
choir, band, etc.  The first criteria is being a first generation college-bound student, but that is only one of five or 
six criteria used in the acceptance process. Currently BSD has 1400 students in the AVID program and they 
emphasis organization, empowerment, expression, and self-advocacy. 
 
Those interested in becoming a Cedar Park AVID volunteer can email Rich Feely at 
Richard_feely@beaverton.k12.or.us.  



Linda Peterson and Sandra Miller, Parentvue & Canvas 
Linda Peterson, a BSD Teacher on Special Assignment, and  Sandra Miller, 6th grade math teacher & Canvas 
facilitator, were on hand to give tips and tricks for parents to use the Parentvue and Canvas platforms. Consistent 
feedback from parents is confusion over these systems. 
 
To begin, parents should know that Parentvue is mandated by the district and is part of an overall system called 
Synergy.  In Parentvue, parents will find the gradebook, report card, attendance info, & possible messages from 
teachers.  Parents also must verify enrollment info through Parentvue.  Additionally, all teacher emails can be 
found via Parentvue (as they are no longer available on the Cedar Park website). 
 
Canvas is an optional learning management platform that teachers may use.  Others may use Google Classroom. 
Canvas has a calendar of assignments & more detailed info regarding the assignments themselves. The use of 
Canvas or Google Classroom is NOT mandated by the District, meaning that at this time, teachers may choose 
what platform they use to communicate assignments with students & parents. 
 
Some information that explains confusion/tension: 

● Because BSD does not mandate one system, students/parents may have a mix of platforms over their 
time at CPMS, causing confusion. About 70% of teachers at Cedar Park use Canvas. 

 
● Teachers are only formally trained in Parentvue, meaning teachers are not always well-versed in utilizing 

Canvas to the best of its ability and must train themselves in their free time.  Additionally, new teachers 
are already learning Parentvue and it can be challenging (and time-consuming) for them to learn 
additional system right away. Cedar Park has seven brand new teachers this year. 

 
● There is NO direct transport of grades from Canvas to Parentvue, meaning teachers would have to upload 

grades twice.  With over 100+ students, this can be a time-consuming endeavor, meaning many teachers 
choose to only upload final grades into Parentvue & only use Canvas for assignment instructions/due 
dates. 

 
● BSD does not mandate how often teachers must upload grades into Parentvue.  This can create frustration 

when a slew of grades comes in near the end of the quarter & parents are suddenly aware that their child is 
not doing well. 

 
● Canvas does allow for a parent observer account.  However, Google classroom does not, though you can 

receive weekly updates if you confirm the Google classroom invitation sent from the teacher. 
 
 
Many students are using the Canvas calendar as a student planner, though some teachers may still be 
encouraging paper planners (provided by PTC for 6th grade).  Consistency in organization is key and consensus 
was that however a student decides to organize their homework, they need to create a system. There’s a learning 
curve for 6th graders no matter what platform is used, but teachers that use canvas usually have a system in place 
to support confused students.  Help is always available in the library for students to ask questions. 
 
 



Teachers are continually learning and optimizing the Canvas system.  Ideas were thrown around on how the PTC 
could incentive teachers to attend optional Canvas trainings. 
 
Here are some tips Linda & Sandra offered to parents regarding Canvas: 

● In Canvas dashboard, the best place to look for info is to click into the specific class (on the dashboard as 
icons) and look at student’s “to do” list on the right.  This list is NOT available in the parent observer 
account, so it’s easier to sit with the child and have them go through their account. 

 
● For parents, looking at the Calendar can also be very useful. You can check or uncheck specific class 

calendars to see due dates. 
 

● Sometimes teachers collect assignments on paper in class, meaning it may be marked as late or not 
turned in.  As teachers become more savvy with the platform, they can create “events” instead of 
“assignments,” meaning those won’t appear to be late submissions. Asking your student about late work 
can be helpful to see if this has been the case. Some teachers are more well-versed with Canvas. 

 
Side note (not presented at the meeting, but useful info):   There are many helpful youtube videos available re: Canvas to 
help systems (and parents!) learn the system: 
Canvas LMS: Dashboard & Navigation 
Canvas LMS: Calendar 
Assignments Overview 
 
Additional info can be found at BSD’s Canvas homepage. 
 
PRINCIPAL REPORT, Dr. Shannon Anderson  
Dr. Anderson was unable to attend due to sickness.  Hannah read from the recent Principal Coffee summary in 
lieu of Shannon’s report. 
 
OFFICER REPORTS 
President, Bettina Jeszenszky 

● 5K update: We are within $3000 of our $55,000 goal.  This year, the PTC raised the goal from $50,000 
to $55,000.  Matching funds are continually coming in.  6th grade had the most participants and raised 
the most money.  However, at this time, there will not be an all-school ice cream party (as the goal wasn’t 
met). 

 
● Paypal issues are being addressed.  They originally had not labeled the PTC as a nonprofit, therein charging 

a higher fee rate. (Update:  Paypal has correctly changed our designation and fees were reduced). 
 

● The PTC has successfully registered with Nike’s matching program, allowing for easier matching from Nike 
employees. 

 

Secretary, Hannah Donohue 
● Communication methods for the PTC include the optional blog subscription (87 subscribers), PTC 

newsletters (sent every month), & social media (549 followers).  As a reminder, Facebook uses an organic 
growth algorithm, meaning followers need to interact with the posts (liking or commenting) in order for 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=4&v=vBb1LiluH_8&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IpXS__SEC3E&feature=emb_title
https://vimeo.com/74886284
https://www.beaverton.k12.or.us/departments/information-technology/canvas
https://cedarparkptc.squarespace.com/news/2019/11/11/october-2019-principal-coffee-recap-the-journey-continues


more people to see it.  Going forward, Hannah will work with Tona (school secretary) to add additional PTC 
news to the school’s Cedar Reader newsletter. 

 
● Board meeting summaries (non-public meetings) are available on the blog.  

 

Directors of Volunteers, Jenna Dornblaser 
● In order to transfer your mIP profile to Cedar Park, parents must send email to 

update_volunteer_locations@beaverton.k12.or.us.  Otherwise, CPMS won’t recognize you.  Also, your 
background check should automatically be run two years, as long as you have that box checked in your 
profile.   

 
● Upcoming Volunteer needs include Art Lit (10/30 & 11/6) , Clothes Closet (10/30), 8th grade Atlantis team 

Field Day (10/31), Staff Appreciation (11/20), PACK store (upcoming) 
 

● Committee Leads Needed:  8th Grade Social & OBOB (Oregon Battle of the Books).  Just a reminder that 
these student socials happen during the school day. 

 
 

 

Treasurer, Skye Kutansky 
● Year to Date Numbers are looking good.  Our biggest expense was 5K, but the PTC has also purchased a 

cart & balls for recess and supplies for art teacher (from the Schoolwide Discretionary Fund).  Teachers are 
also tapping into their classroom supply funds. 

● Tax info has been sent to the accountant and everything looks good to have our taxes filed by the due 
date. 

 
NEW BUSINESS 

● Vote & Approval of new Vice President:  Erika Hammond 
 

● Bettina suggested the PTC dig deeper into finding more info regarding adding water bottle fill stations to 
Cedar Park.  She will connect with Dr. Anderson to see if that is already in the works with BSD. 

 
ADJOURNMENT: (8:03) 
 
 

Next Meeting: November 25 @ 6:30 PM 
Topic: Updates and Online Safety w/ guest speaker, Officer Matt Cline  

mailto:update_volunteer_locations@beaverton.k12.or.us

